Presentation.

Welcome to CoinShopp disruptive platform of
E-commerce and crypto token (CSHOP).
CoinShopp was developed to unite two digital segments in only one player that is the crypto assets and an ecommerce platform. The main purpose of CoinShopp is to bring a business option to the digital market that
embraces the digital and physical products sale and services with payment in proprietary CoinShopp cryptotoken (CSHOP) and operations in DeFi, establishing a friendly ecosystem, further contributing to the growth of
digital businesses.
The disruption that technology has provided to the business world in recent years is undoubtedly a divider in the
paradigms of how to design, execute and prosper through new business models. Since the 60’s, Gordon Earle
Moore, Intel´s president at that time, pointed out the technology implemented in computers would have a 100%
upgrade in its performance every 18 months and this would mean many beneﬁts to those who were going to use
the new technologies developed (it was through this thought the famous Moore’s Law emerged). He said it
would directly impact the lifestyle of people and the business world in the most diverse ﬁelds and activities.
Conclusion: technological advances do not stop and directly or indirectly, we are inserted in this context. In the
21st century, we witness the greatest advance in technology in human history. With the advent of bitcoin along
with blockchain and the rise of other cryptocurrencies, the way we deal with money, business and the economy
has changed radically, making us rethink about privacy, opportunities, work and earnings.
Inserted in this new scenario, following the evolution of technology, CoinShopp (CSHOP) was developed: a
proprietary crypto-token created to market digital products, physical products and services in the CoinShopp ecommerce platform (https://coinshopp.io/), as well as to decentralized operations through the DeFi process
“Decentralized Finance”.
CoinShopp: convergence between disruptive technology and online shopping

E-Commerce and Infoproducts.
Internet is undoubtedly the watershed in interactions among individuals, communities and nations. Business
models and rules are created and established using its infrastructure, and growth takes place as connections in
the large network expand in scale. Nowadays E-Commerce and Marketplace move billions of dollars with
products, infoproducts and services. During the pandemic period, this business model exceeded the margin of
20 billion reais (Brazil data only) in business generated on the internet. In addition, not only the big players
proﬁted. The medium and small businesses were the ones that most moved this niche.
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Investing in e-commerce is no longer an option to the
consumer goods industry.
E-commerce already moves near 4.9 trillion dollars a year only in the United States! In some European
countries, such as England, this market already represents 14% of total retail sales.
So, in case you haven’t noticed, e-commerce is revolutionizing the industry more than anything else. By 2020, it
was estimated that 14.6% of global retail sales would already be made through digital platforms.
When we talk about high turnover consumer goods products, the transformation is evident. The forecast is that
this market’s revenue will reach $150 billion dollars by 2025. These impressive results show that people’s
purchasing behavior is shifting from physical stores to digital services. Therefore, e-commerce is becoming an
increasingly signiﬁcant part of the total growth of food and beverage companies.
Therefore, structuring the online sales operation is no longer an option. Today, investing in e-commerce has
become critical for consumer goods companies to keep their leadership and, at least, their market share.
Why are big brands investing so much in e-commerce? It´s normal asking questions about investing in ecommerce, as this market represents little in total sales and is much lower than physical stores. So why are big
companies like Nestlé, P&G and Unilever investing heavily in this area?
Check out some reasons:

1. Change in people’s
consumption habits.
Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets have
changed consumption habits in virtually all types of
purchases. Smartphones and tablets are making
consumers’ lives much more practical. They deliver
virtually any necessary information about the products,
anywhere and instantly over the internet.
These devices are already present in almost all Brazilian population. Currently, the average is one smartphone
per inhabitant in the country. This justiﬁes why more than 64% of all global retail transactions are already
inﬂuenced by digital content, according to Deloitte.
Therefore, the major consumer goods brands have already noticed this change in consumer´s behavior. So they
are really investing in e-commerce and are seeking to offer better online shopping experiences – whether on
desktop or mobile.
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2. Competitors are in e-commerce.
Invest in your market space before it is too late.
In early 2017, Berkshire Hathaway, one of the world’s biggest holders,
controlled by mega-investor Warren Buffett, sold $2 billion of his Walmart shares.
When Buffett decides to withdraw from a business that is never a good sign. In this case,
since the end of 2014, Walmart shares have fallen 21%. In the meantime, Amazon’s has grown 119%.
According to former Walmart CEO Mike Duke, his biggest regret as Walmart’s chief executive was not having
invested more in e-commerce to be more competitive against Amazon. “I wish we had moved faster. We’ve
proven ourselves to be successful in many areas, and I simply wonder why we didn’t move more quickly. This is
especially true for e-commerce”. This testimonial was given in 2012. Since then, Walmart has realized that ecommerce is no longer a trend, but a reality.
In 2015, the group invested billions of dollars in e-commerce operation, increasing its sales to $13 billion.
However, in the same period, Amazon billed $107 billion. With this loss of market share, Buffett chose to sell his
shares because he knows how difﬁcult and expensive it will be for Walmart to win its retail space against
Amazon back.
The same happened in Mexico, where Walmart is still chasing, and a lot, the sales leader in the country:
MercadoLibre. Therefore, if you do not invest in e-commerce soon, you will end up being swallowed up by your
competitors.

Platform - E-Commerce and Marketplace.
Even with the exponential growth of digital commerce on internet, security problems continue causing harm to
many users of this business model. Processes to avoid these kind of situations most often cannot keep up with
the growth of the digital market. However, CoinShopp’s E-commerce Platform and Marketplace was developed
using Blockchain technology, where frauds performed in online sales such as cloning of cards, false bills and
tampering with products and infoproducts, are computationally improbable due to the transparency and
security of the Blockchain infrastructure.

All transactions in the platform are audited!
Time is an asset.
The use of available time we have in our day-to-day is a precious and scarce asset nowadays. In the crypto world,
we know that timing in most transactions usually requires considerable space. For example: buying an active
crypto, transferring it to a broker and then executing a sell order, requesting the transfer of money to a bank
account and after this path is done, using the money to buy something. A long task that demands time and a
certain expertise in cryptocurrencies.
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In CoinShopp’s Platform this path is mitigated, as the CoinShopp crypto-token (CSHOP) is used as payment
method, considerably facilitating the entire process of browsing the user in the platform.

Payment with CoinShopp token (CSHOP) - fast and safe!
Low Rates - savings.
Rates for transactions involving cryptocurrencies such as cross-wallet transactions, exchanges between
cryptocurrencies or conversion of cryptocurrencies to ﬁat money are in most cases high. In internet purchases
and sales operations using cryptocurrencies we ﬁnd a barrier that is the lack of options in platforms, which
accept them as payment method. With the ecosystem developed through CoinShopp this problem was solved.
Here you use the CoinShopp token (CSHOP) to shop directly without worrying about converting to ﬁat
currency. As the token bas been developed in the BEP20 standard and all operations are done through the
Blockchain in Smart Chain, rates end up being lower compared to other systems.

Smart Chain - lower rates and greater savings!
Varieties of products and infoproducts.
CoinShopp’s E-commerce and Marketplace platform will feature a wide variety of products, infoproducts and
services where suppliers, vendors and consumers converge in a disruptive community and interact by trading
with each other using the CSHOP token.

Future discounts.
In the negotiation phase with suppliers and partners, CoinShopp’s commercial management group will soon
launch a discount package that may reach much higher margins than those practiced in most conventional
platforms in the market. Every execution of the discount process will be disclosed through CoinShopp’s
communication channels. Pay attention to social networks, the website and ofﬁcial groups on CoinShopp’s
Telegram and WhatsApp.

Loyalty program.
At CoinShopp, who refers new customers will receive rewards through our Loyalty Program. A package of
exclusive beneﬁts will soon be made available to everyone who trades in the platform and uses the CSHOP
token. All beneﬁts of the Loyalty Program will be disclosed through its communication channels. Pay attention to
social networks, the website and ofﬁcial groups on CoinShopp’s Telegram and WhatsApp.
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Info about tokens.

Contract:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x7E946EE89A58691f0D21320ec8f684e29B890037
Developed in the BEP20 standard;
Blockchain - Smart Chain;
Total of tokens: 100.000.000;
Name of Token: CoinShopp;
Abbreviation: CSHOP.

DeFi Process.

Sale of tokens:
Decentralized platform - Pancake Finance.

Rates:
5% Administrative portfolio;
2% Developers portfolio;
1% Token burning;
1% Stake to be distributed to Holders;
1% Liquidity pool.

Purposes and use of applied rates
Administrative portfolio: The percentage applied to this wallet will be designated to project maintenance,
marketing costs, platform development and maintenance; partnerships in the project expansion process and
user beneﬁt programs.
Developers portfolio: The percentage applied to this wallet will be used to pay rates for services provided by the
project’s group of developers, for ongoing support and development of new disruptive solutions that will beneﬁt
token holders and platform users.
Token burning: 1% (one percent) of the total tokens will be burned per operation, with this it treats the asset’s
scarcity, generating demand.
Holders Portfolios: Through a mechanism implemented in the Smart Contract, the purchase, sale and transfer
operations of CSHOP tokens transfer 1% (one percent) of the value of the operation between holders that meet
the rules of the Smart Contract. In other words, portfolios that meet the conditions of the Smart Contract for
the CSHOP digital asset will beneﬁt from CSHOP.
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Liquidity pool: The operations composed in CoinShopp ecosystem will have part reverted to the Liquidity Pool of
CSHOP token, with 1% (one percent) being applied to BNB (Binance Coin) in this function. This will add value to
the asset making it more attractive and generating high demand.

Contract Resignation.
The contract resignation will not be exercised, as the understanding of the CSHOP token developers group is
about the need for continuous smart contract management. This is essential to keep the programming free of
any risk, following the standard of the original scope and ensuring eventual adjustments, if necessary. Another
detail: no payment, transfer or airdrop will be made with CSHOP. The token is for exclusive use and purpose for
transactions of purchase and sale of products and services in CoinShopp platform, such as decentralized trading
through the Pancake Swap platform.

Blocked liquidity.
https://www.mudra.website/?certiﬁcate=yes&type=0&lp=0x59ef8c41c81cf7fd64d09934a85140f717341286
Liquidity will be applied to all supply of tokens with an initial amount of $12,000,00 in BNB (Binance Coin),
effecting the BNB/CSHOP liquidity pair. This liquidity will be blocked on a phased basis, with the initial block
after the launch of CSHOP token with a period of 30 (thirty) days. As the project is promoted and the trading
volume expands, there will be an extension of the blocking of liquidity for up to 12 (twelve) months.

Team.
CEO (Chief Executive Ofﬁcer)

Alex Martins
http://linkedin.com/in/alex-martins-1893351a4
CCO (Chief Communications Ofﬁcer)

Rafael Pereira
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafael-pereira-0ab84321b

Call to Action.
We are developing a complete ecosystem where the advantages of online sales and Blockchain technology meet.
Coinshopp and CSHOP token: platform and crypto-token integrated.

Welcome to the future.
We are CoinShopp!
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